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Supertree Construction: Opportunities and
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Tandy Warnow
Abstract Supertree construction is the process by which a set of phylogenetic trees,
each on a subset of the overall set S of species, is combined into a tree on the full
set S. The traditional use of supertree methods is the assembly of a large species
tree from previously computed smaller species trees; however, supertree methods
are also used to address large-scale tree estimation using divide-and-conquer (i.e.,
a dataset is divided into overlapping subsets, trees are constructed on the subsets,
and then combined using the supertree method). Because most supertree methods
are heuristics for NP-hard optimization problems, the use of supertree estimation on
large datasets is challenging, both in terms of scalability and accuracy. In this chap-
ter, we describe the current state of the art in supertree construction and the use of
supertree methods in divide-and-conquer strategies. Finally, we identify directions
where future research could lead to improved supertree methods.
Key words: supertrees, phylogenetics, species trees, divide-and-conquer, incom-
plete lineage sorting, Tree of Life
1 Introduction
The estimation of phylogenetic trees, whether gene trees (that is, the phylogeny re-
lating the sequences found at a specific locus in different species) or species trees,
is a precursor to many downstream analyses, including protein structure and func-
tion prediction, the detection of positive selection, co-evolution, human population
genetics, etc. (see [58] for just some of these applications). Indeed, as Dobzhanksy
said, “Nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of evolution” [44].
Standard approaches for estimating phylogenies from a given set of molecular
sequences typically involve two steps: first, a multiple sequence alignment is com-
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puted, and then a tree is computed on the multiple sequence alignment. Both steps
are computationally intensive on large datasets, but for somewhat different reasons.
Multiple sequence alignment is approached using many different techniques, and
generally runs in polynomial time, but when the input set of sequences is both
large and highly heterogeneous (in the sense that many insertions and deletions
have occurred in the history relating the sequences), then the alignments can be-
come extremely large – much larger than the input set – presenting challenges if the
available memory is insufficient for the alignment itself. Highly accurate large-scale
multiple sequence alignment can be difficult to obtain with standard methods, but
new approaches (largely based on divide-and-conquer) have been developed that en-
able multiple sequence alignment methods to scale with high accuracy to ultra-large
datasets [73, 88, 90].
Tree estimation presents a different challenge: while some polynomial time
methods have been developed for tree estimation (e.g., neighbor joining and its vari-
ants [107, 52, 139], FastME [72], and other distance-based methods), simulation
studies suggest that computationally intensive methods, such as heuristics for max-
imum likelihood (ML) and Bayesian MCMC, produce more accurate phylogenies
[133]. Maximum likelihood codes are more frequently used than Bayesian MCMC
methods, for the simple reason that they can be used on large datasets. Advances in
techniques for maximum likelihood (discussed in Chapters XX and YY in this vol-
ume) have led to codes with substantially improved scalability, including RAxML
[118], PhyML [56], IQTree [87], and FastTree-2 [97]. Despite these advances, the
estimation of single gene phylogenies using the best ML methods is typically lim-
ited to at most a few thousand sequences (and much fewer for multi-gene phyloge-
nies), and even these can be very computationally intensive. For example, our own
analyses of single-gene datasets with 10,000 or more sequences can take weeks for
RAxML, one of the leading maximum likelihood codes, to converge to good local
optima. Thus, truly large-scale maximum likelihood phylogeny estimation is still
not feasible in practice.
Another challenge in large-scale tree estimation is “heterotachy” [76], which is
where the statistical models that best characterize the evolutionary processes oper-
ating on the sequences (such as the rates of change between different nucleotides)
vary across the tree, thus creating opportunities for model misspecification when
standard statistical models are used in maximum likelihood or Bayesian phylogeny
estimation.
Supertree methods, which combine trees on subsets of the taxon set into a tree
on the full set of species, can be used to address these challenges [39]. The early
supertree methods largely focused on the calculation of supertrees for the idealized
case where the source trees could be combined into a species tree that agreed with
them perfectly. Since phylogeny estimation nearly always has some error, this re-
quirement on the source trees is highly restrictive. Today, there are many supertree
methods that can handle conflict between the source trees and the construction
of supertrees on biological datasets is a fairly common occurrence; for example,
[21, 64, 94, 42, 108, 55, 49, 95, 65, 9] present species trees computed using su-
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pertree methods. Supertrees also provide insight into a surprisingly large number of
biological questions, as surveyed in [22].
One of the earliest supertree methods to be developed is Matrix Representation
with Parsimony, also referred to as MRP [11, 98]. MRP is so widely used that it
has become synonymous with “supertree method”. Today, the development of new
species tree methods is an active research area in computational phylogenetics, and
draws on discrete mathematics, computer science, and probability theory, and many
new supertree methods have been developed, some of which are even more accurate
than MRP.
Yet more research is needed, as even the best supertree methods fail to be highly
accurate on large datasets with many thousands (and even tens of thousands) of
species, which is where supertree methods are most needed [22], and most cannot
even run on datasets of these sizes.
The purpose of this chapter is to explore the challenges to scalability for exist-
ing supertree methods. We identify the major algorithmic approaches in supertree
construction and the challenges of scaling those approaches to large datasets, and
identify open problems where advances by computer scientists would potentially
lead to practical supertree methods with good accuracy on large datasets. We also
discuss the use of supertree methods in divide-and-conquer strategies that aim to es-
timate phylogenetic trees on ultra-large datasets. The basic theoretical material for
supertree construction is provided here in a brief form, and further details can be
found in [134].
2 Background
2.1 Terminology
We introduce the basic terminology used in supertree estimation.
Definition 1. The input to a supertree problem is a set T of trees. The set T is
referred to as a profile and the individual trees in T are referred to as source trees.
We let L (t) denote the leafset of tree t. Then a supertree for T is a tree T with one
leaf for every s ∈ S = ∪t∈T L (T )
The focus in this chapter is on unrooted source trees, since techniques for rooting
phylogenies depend on careful selection of outgroup taxa and can introduce error
into the supertree profile. Furthermore, although in some cases the source trees will
have branch lengths or branch support values, in the classical setting (and most com-
mon use case) the source trees come without any branch lengths or branch support
values and are just “tree topologies”. Hence, the description of supertree methods
in this chapter is for this simplest setting where the input set of source trees are
unrooted binary trees without branch lengths or support values.
Finally, we assume that the source trees will differ from the true species tree
(when restricted to the same taxon set) only due to estimation error. Thus, we do not
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address the case where the source trees are gene trees (either estimated or true gene
trees), as these can differ from the true species tree and from each other due to pro-
cesses such as gene duplication and loss, incomplete lineage sorting, and horizontal
gene transfer [77]. When the input profile consists of gene trees, then methods that
explicitly address gene tree discord (such as phylogenomic “summary methods”,
which combine estimated gene trees to produce an estimated species tree) are more
suitable, and are discussed in Chapter ??, below.
For a given profile T , the best possible outcome is where there is a supertree T
that agrees with all the source trees. We formalize this as follows:
Definition 2. We let T |X denote the subtree of T induced by the leaves in X . If T is
a supertree for T and t ∈ T is a binary tree, we say that T agrees with t if T |L (t)
is isomorphic to t. We also say that T is a compatibility tree forT if T agrees with
t for all t ∈ T . When a compatibility tree exists for a set T , we say that the set T
is compatible.
However, usually source trees are not compatible (because tree estimation nearly
always has some error), so that the objective is to find a supertree that minimizes
some total distance (or maximizes some total similarity score) to the input source
trees [128, 39].
2.2 Representations of Trees
Unrooted supertrees and input source trees can be represented in several differ-
ent ways, and many of the supertree methods that have been developed are based
on these representations. Here we describe three basic techniques for representing
trees: sets of bipartitions, sets of quartet trees, and additive distance matrices.
Definition 3. Every edge in a tree t defines a bipartition on the leafset of t (i.e., when
you delete the edge e from t, you separate the leaves into two sets, Ae and Be, thus
defining the bipartition Ae|Be). We let Bip(t) denote the set of bipartitions of the
leafset of t defined by the edges of t.
It is not hard to see that the set Bip(t) defines the tree t, and that t can be recon-
structed from Bip(t) in polynomial time [134].
Definition 4. Every set q of four leaves in an unrooted binary tree t induces a quartet
tree tq, and hence t defines the set Q(T) of all its induced quartet trees.
As with bipartitions, the set Q(t) defines the tree t, and t can be reconstructed from
Q(t) in polynomial time [134]. The last representation we present is based on dis-
tance matrices:
Definition 5. A matrix D is said to be additive if there is a tree T with n leaves and
non-negative lengths on the edges so that Di j is the total of the edge lengths on the
path in T between leaves i and j.
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Given an additive matrix, there is a unique minimal edge-weighted tree correspond-
ing to the additive matrix [28], and it can be constructed from the additive matrix in
polynomial time (see [137] for the first such method, and see [134] for others).
For a given unrooted tree t, there are several ways of representing t using an
additive matrix. For example, some source trees are computed using methods such
as maximum likelihood or neighbor joining [107], which explicitly provide positive
branch lengths on the edges of the tree; given such a tree, the matrix of leaf-to-leaf
distances (summing all the branch lengths on the path) is by definition additive.
Other source trees come without branch lengths, and so using unit lengths on all
the edges produces an additive matrix. Therefore, whether the source trees are ei-
ther unweighted or have strictly positive branch lengths, they can be used to define
additive matrices, and are uniquely defined by their additive matrices.
Thus, every unrooted binary tree t can be defined using either its set Bip(t) of
bipartitions, its set Q(t) of quartet trees, or by an additive matrix A, and given any
of these representations the tree t can be reconstructed in polynomial time. Each of
these representations suggests approaches for constructing supertrees from a set T
of source trees. For each of the following general categories of problems, the input is
a set T of source trees and the objective is a supertree T that is close to the source
trees, with the measurement of distance based on one of these representations of
source trees and the supertree.
2.3 Bipartition-based supertree methods
Three of the most well-known optimization problems for supertree construction –
Matrix Representationwith Parsimony, Robinson-Foulds Supertrees, andMaximum
Likelihood Supertrees – are based on bipartition encodings. Furthermore, Matrix
Representation with Likelihood is a new approach that also uses the bipartition en-
coding and has been shown to be competitive with MRP. Therefore, we will begin
with this category of supertree methods.
2.3.1 Matrix Representation with Parsimony
We begin with the well-known NP-hard supertree problem “Matrix Representation
with Parsimony” (MRP) [98, 11, 20, 12]. There are many variants on this problem,
described in [9], but the basic approach is the one that is most frequently used. The
input set T of (source) trees is represented by a matrix (called the MRP matrix)
with 0s, 1s, and ?s, as follows.
Definition 6. Given a profile T of source trees, each edge e in each tree t ∈ T
defines a bipartition Ae|Be on L (t). The bipartition Ae|Be can be represented as a
n-tuple (where |S|= n) where the ith entry has 0 for the elements si ∈ Ae, 1 for the
elements si ∈ Be, and ? for the elements in S \ (Ae ∪Be). These n-tuples represent-
ing the bipartitions (taken across all the edges from all the source trees) form the
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columns in the MRP matrix. Thus, the MRP matrix has one row for every species
in S = ∪tL (t) and one column for every internal edge in any tree in T .
Once the MRP matrix is computed, the rows of the matrix are treated as strings (all
having the same length) that will represent the leaves of the tree we will seek, and a
maximum parsimony tree is sought for the matrix:
Definition 7. The cost of a tree T in which all the nodes are labelled by strings of
length k is the total of the Hamming distances on the edges of the tree, where the
Hamming distance between two k-tuples s = (s1,s2, . . . ,sk) and s
′ = (s′1,s
′
2, . . . ,s
′
k)
is the number of positions i for which si 6= s
′
i. The tree T with the lowest achievable
cost (among all ways of assigning sequences to its internal nodes) is said to be a
maximum parsimony tree.
Exact solutions to maximum parsimony are unlikely to be achievable in poly-
nomial time, since finding the best possible tree is NP-hard [51]. For this reason,
heuristic searches (using standard maximum parsimony software, such as PAUP*
[125] or TNT [53]) are used to find good solutions (i.e., local optima) to maximum
parsimony. The running time of these heuristics is mainly impacted by n, the num-
ber of sequences in the input, as the number of trees grows exponentially in n, but
the number of sites (sequence length) also impacts the running time as the time to
calculate the score of a given tree is linear in the number of sites. Note that when
the source trees are compatible, then the optimal solutions to MRP are compatibility
trees, and hence an exact solution MRP will return a compatibility tree in that case;
this is one of the positive aspects of the MRP approach to supertree estimation.
In addition, simulation studies have generally found MRP to be among the most
accurate supertree methods, with MRP referred to as the “gold standard” among
supertree methods developed as of 2011 [25].
TheMRP approach is just one of the approaches for constructing supertrees from
the MRP matrix, and other optimization problems can be considered for the same
matrix representation of the input source trees. For example, Matrix Representation
with Likelihood (MRL). [89], Matrix Representation with Compatibility (MRC)
[105], andMatrix Representation with Flipping [32] have also been proposed. These
are also NP-hard problems, and so heuristics are used to find good solutions.
Of these methods, only MRL has been shown to provide accuracy comparable
to (and sometimes exceeding) MRP [89]; hence, MRL deserves some additional
discussion.
2.3.2 Matrix Representation with Likelihood
The MRL optimization problem takes the same input matrix as MRP, and random-
izes the 0s and 1s to avoid bias. Then, a solution to maximum likelihood under
the two-state symmetric sequence evolution model is sought using RAxML [118].
As shown in [89], supertrees computed using MRL were more accurate than su-
pertrees computed using MRP, whether TNT or PAUP* heuristics were used, and
MRL scores showed somewhat stronger correlations with tree accuracy than MRP
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scores. Furthermore, RAxMLwas reasonably fast on these datasets, finishing in less
time than the parsimony heuristics that were used.
2.3.3 Robinson-Foulds Supertrees
We continue with the Robinson-Foulds Supertree [10, 31].
Definition 8. The Robinson-Foulds (RF) distance between two binary trees T1
and T2 on the same leafset is |Bip(T1)△Bip(T2)|= |Bip(T1)\Bip(T2)|+ |Bip(T2)\
Bip(T1)| [103]. When T1 and T2 have different leafsets, then we define the RF dis-
tance between T1 and T2 to be RF(T1|L,T2|L), where L = L (T1)∩L (T2) [37].
Given profile T of source trees, the RF distance between a supertree T and T is
∑t∈T RF(T, t). A Robinson-Foulds Supertree for T is a supertree T that has the
minimum RF distance to T .
The Robinson-Foulds Supertree problem is NP-hard, since determining if the profile
T is compatible is NP-hard. Algorithms for the Robinson-Foulds Supertree prob-
lem include MulRF [29], PluMiST [67], and FastRFS [130].
2.3.4 Likelihood-based supertree methods
Supertree estimation can be framed as a statistical inference problem that treats the
estimated supertree T as the model species tree that generates the set T of observed
source trees. In this setting, the objective is a maximum likelihood supertree, i.e., a
tree T such that Pr(T |T ) is maximized.
The initial formulation of this approach is due to Steel and Rodrigo [121], who
defined the probability of a source tree, given a model species tree, as a function of
the Robinson-Foulds distance between the two trees, a development that was met
with great excitement in the literature [38]. Two methods that have been developed
that are based on the Steel and Rodrigo model are [3], which attempts to compute
the maximum likelihood supertree, and the Bayesian method in [4]. Furthermore,
as noted in [27], there is a (potentially close) relationship between optimal solutions
to the Robinson-Foulds Supertree and Maximum Likelihood Supertree problems,
suggesting that good solutions to one problem might be pretty good solutions to the
other problem. Hence, methods for the Robinson-Foulds Supertree may provide a
good approximation to the maximum likelihood supertree problem under the Steel
and Rodrigo model.
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2.4 Quartet-based supertree methods
Since each unrooted tree t can be defined by its set Q(t) of quartet trees, quartet-
based supertree optimization problems have been posed. Here we describe a very
simple such optimization problem.
Definition 9. The Maximum Quartet Support Supertree problem is defined as
follows. The input is a profile T of source trees, and we seek the supertree T that
maximizes qsim(T,T ), where qsim(T,T ) = ∑t∈T |Q(T )∩Q(t)|.
TheMaximumQuartet Support Supertree problem is NP-hard, since even the de-
cision problem of determining whether a set of unrooted source trees is compatible
is NP-hard [119]. Furthermore, it remains NP-hard even for the special case where
every source tree is on the full set S of taxa [68]. Note that quartet-based supertree
problems can also be formulated as minimizing the quartet distance to the source
trees, as these are equivalent.
One approach to solving this problem is to represent every source tree by its set
of quartet trees, use those sets of quartet trees to produce a single quartet tree for
every four leaves (e.g., by majority vote), and then construct a tree on the full set of
species from the constructed set of quartet trees1.
The last step in this process, where quartet trees are combined into a single tree on
the entire dataset, is called “quartet amalgamation”. The most well-known quartet
amalgamation methods are Quartet Puzzling [122] and Quartets MaxCut [117], but
other methods have also been developed with good theoretical and empirical perfor-
mance [142, 102, 93, 15]. Some of these quartet amalgamationmethods are based on
weighted versions of the standard quartet amalgamation problem, where the input
set of quartet trees have weights on them, perhaps reflecting the level of confidence
in the quartet tree. Weighted quartet amalgamation methods include Weight Op-
timization [101] and Weighted Quartets MaxCut [7], and these weighted versions
tend to provide better accuracy than unweighted quartet amalgamation methods.
Since quartet compatibility is itself NP-complete, optimization problems for quartet
amalgamation are NP-hard; however, many approximation algorithms theoretical
results about quartet amalgamation have been developed [16, 17, 23, 63, 54, 5, 68].
Quartet-based supertree methods have been developed and studied, and often
shown to have very good accuracy, sometimes matching or improving on heuristics
for MRP, generally considered the best supertree method for various criteria [93,
123, 8]. However, the default usage of these methods typically depends on using
all the quartet trees, and hence explicitly will run in Ω(n4) time, where there are
n leaves; hence, quartet-based supertree methods will typically be inapplicable to
large datasets. Some quartet amalgamation methods can be run on just a subset of
the quartet trees, which enables quartet-based supertree methods to be applied to
sparse samples of the quartet trees. A study [123] evaluating the impact of sampling
1 This approach has been used to construct species trees from gene trees under the multi-species
coalescent; an example of such a method is the population tree in BUCKy [70], but see also [134]
for others.
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quartets on supertrees computed using Quartets MaxCut [117] showed that some
sampling strategies produced supertrees that were competitive with MRP, but the
most accurate supertrees were obtained when all quartet trees are used rather than a
subset of the quartet trees.
2.5 Distance-based supertree methods
Distance-based supertree optimization problems are also popular [141, 40, 69, 141,
25]. As with quartet-based methods, one approach is to seek an additive matrix that
is as close as possible to the set of additive matrices defining the source trees. To
make this concrete, for each source tree t an additive distancematrixDt is computed.
Then, given an additive distance matrix DT (corresponding to an edge-weighting of
a supertree T ), we define the distance between DT and each dt by constrainingDT to
the rows and columns corresponding to the species that are in t and then computing
any of several natural distances between matrices (e.g., the L2 or L∞ metrics). The
objective is an additive distance matrix that minimizes that total distance. Once such
an additive distance matrix is found, then the tree corresponding to the distance
matrix is returned.
Another approach for distance-based supertree optimization is to compute a sin-
gle distance matrix D from the set of distance matrices {dt : t ∈ T } and then seek
an additive distance matrix D∗ that is close (under some metric) to D [69, 40]. For
example, D[i, j] can be set to the average of the dt [i, j] for all the source trees t that
contain both i and j, and the objective could be an additive matrix that minimizes
the L2-distance to D. Once an additive matrix is found, the tree (and its set of edge
weights) can be computed in polynomial time. Thus, this approach can also be used
to compute supertrees2.
Distance-based tree estimation is a very well-studied problem, and there are
many methods that have been developed to construct trees from distances [136].
Fortunately, although finding the nearest additive matrix to a given distance matrix
is NP-hard (see [2, 48, 1] for an entry to this literature), there are many polyno-
mial time methods for computing trees from distance matrices, including neighbor
joining [107] and FastME [72], and some interesting theory about these approaches
[46, 47, 43, 120, 92, 24, 114, 80]. However, distance-based tree estimation has an-
other challenge in that for many supertree datasets, there can be pairs of species i, j
that are not found together in any source tree, and when this happens D[i, j] will
not have any value. This is referred to as “missing data”, and computing trees from
distance matrices with missing data is not well solved. A few methods are available
to estimate trees from distance matrices with missing data [41, 96, 66]; however, the
accuracy of trees computed from incomplete distance matrices is generally not as
good as trees computed from complete matrices [130].
2 This specific approach is used in NJst [74] and ASTRID [129], two distance-based methods for
species tree estimation where the source trees are gene trees (rather than species trees estimated on
subsets of the taxon set).
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In summary, distance-based supertree estimation has been approached in two
different (but related) ways: (1) represent each source tree by an additive distance
matrix and then seek an additive distance matrix that is close to the set of additive
distance matrices computed on the source trees, or (2) represent the set of source
trees by a distance matrix D0 (that may be incomplete) and then seek an additive
matrix that is close to D0. Both approaches are challenged by the fact that desir-
able definitions of “close” result in NP-hard optimization problems (and current
approaches for finding good solutions to NP-hard optimization problems are not
scalable). The second approach has the additional challenge that the matrices D0
produced by supertree profiles are often incomplete, and current methods for con-
structing trees from incomplete distance matrices do not have adequate accuracy.
Thus, highly accurate distance-based supertree estimation requires novel techniques
in order to scale to most large supertree datasets.
3 Accuracy and Scalability of Existing Supertree Methods
Up to 2011, MRP has been generally found to produce more accurate supertrees
than competing methods, leading [25] to refer to MRP a “gold standard” for su-
pertree methods. Several supertree methods have been developed since then, some
of which have shown to be competitive with MRP in terms of accuracy. For ex-
ample, ASTRID [129], ASTRAL-2 [82] (an improved version of ASTRAL [81]),
MRL [89], and FastRFS [130] all demonstrate high accuracy that is comparable to
(or better than) MRP under some conditions. However, ASTRID has poor accuracy
on supertree datasets where there is no source tree containing most of the species,
whereas other supertree methods can perform well under those conditions [130].
As discussed earlier, maximum likelihood and Bayesian supertree estimation
methods are also very promising, and a maximum likelihood supertree method [3]
and a Bayesian method [4] have been proposed for supertree estimation under the
Steel and Rodrigo model. Yet both methods are computationally intensive, and have
not (to our knowledge) been used on large datasets.
Thus, all the methods we have described are computationally intensive on large
datasets, and most do not scale to large datasets. In particular, nearly all supertree
methods explicitly search for good solutions to NP-hard problems using standard
techniques for exploring tree space, which are ineffective on large datasets since the
number of trees grows exponentially in the number of leaves. Some of the distance-
based methods are polynomial time (i.e., the ones that first compute a distance ma-
trix summarizing all the source trees, and then run polynomial time distance-based
methods such as neighbor joining). However, the polynomial time distance-based
supertree methods have not been shown to provide comparable accuracy to MRP,
and furthermore have reduced accuracy when the average distance matrix they com-
pute has missing entries. Modifications of these distance-based methods so that they
also seek good solutions to NP-hard optimization problemsmight improve accuracy
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but would also make them computationally intensive. Hence, scalability to large
datasets is not yet achieved using existing supertree methods.
Thus, the best current supertree methods are either based on encodings using
the bipartitions in the source trees (i.e., the MRP matrix) or the quartet trees in
the source trees, and these representations are not efficient. In particular, the MRP
matrix has one row for every species and as many columns as there are edges in
the input source trees, and so is larger than the input profile! For example, suppose
we wish to run MRP on a total of 10,000 species from 100 source trees each with
1,000 species; the MRP matrix will have 10,000 rows and nearly 100,000 columns.
This is a huge matrix, and maximum parsimony heuristics are not likely to be able
to find good local optima on such a dataset. A similar issue occurs for quartet-based
supertree methods, since there are Ω(n4) quartets on an n-species dataset, and this
is quickly a very large number even for modest values for n.
4 Improving Scalability of Supertree Methods
This section describes some of the major approaches to supertree estimation, focus-
ing on those methods that have been designed for improved scalability to datasets
with large numbers of species.
4.1 SuperFine: boosting supertree methods
The SuperFine method [124] was developed to improve the scalability of supertree
methods to large datasets. Thus, the input to SuperFine is a set of source trees and
also a selected supertree method, such as MRP, MRL, Quartets MaxCut, etc.
SuperFine has two steps, where the first step produces a constraint tree, and the
second step refines the constraint tree using the base supertree method. The con-
straint tree produced in the first step is an unrooted tree that contains all the species,
called a “Strict Consensus Merger” tree, that by design only contains bipartitions
that are consistent with all the input source trees). As shown in Figure 1, the SCM
tree is computed by merging pairs of source trees, until the entire set of source trees
is merged into a single tree. To merge two trees, a “backbone tree” (the strict con-
sensus of the two trees on their set of shared leaves) is computed; this backbone tree
is typically not fully resolved, since any conflict between the two trees will result in
the strict consensus being unresolved. Then the two trees are used to add the miss-
ing taxa into the backbone tree, but this step can also result in lack of resolution
if they both contribute taxa to the same edge in the backbone tree. Thus, the Strict
Consensus Merger (SCM) tree is rarely a binary tree, and can be highly unresolved
(i.e., it has nodes of high degree).
The second step of Superfine refines the SCM tree into a binary tree using the
base supertree method, applied to encoded versions of the source trees. The refine-
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ment step has several nice properties. First, the polytomies (i.e., nodes in the SCM
that have degree four or more) can be refined independently without changing the
final supertree; thus, this step can be easily parallelized [86, 85]. The other nice
property is that the refinement of a single node of degree d can be performed by ap-
plying the base method to a modified version of the source trees where each source
tree is replaced by a new source tree with leaves labelled 1...d. Therefore, if the
maximum degree dmax of any node in the SCM is not large (say, at most 100), then
the refinement step can be very fast since the base supertree method is only applied
to a collection of source trees with a total of dmax species.
Figures 2 and 3 show a comparison between SuperFine used with MRP and sev-
eral other supertree methods and also with “CA-ML” (the use of maximum likeli-
hood to estimate a tree on the concatenation of the multiple sequence alignments)
on a collection of simulated datasets with 100, 500, and 1000 species. The running
time comparison (Figure 2) shows that SuperFine and MRP have about the same
Strict Consensus Merger (SCM)
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Fig. 1 (From [134]) The Strict Consensus Merger (SCM) method, which is the first step in Su-
perfine [124]. The figure shows how the SCM of two trees is computed. First, the induced trees
(shown with thick black lines) on the set of shared taxa in the two trees are computed, and the con-
flicting edges are collapsed in each tree so that they induce the same subtree (called the “backbone
tree”) on the shared taxa. Then the two trees are merged into a supertree by adding the missing
taxa to the backbone tree. A ”collision” occurs when both trees contribute taxa to the same edge in
the backbone tree. In the event of collision, all subtrees in the two trees contributing to that edge
will be attached to the same location in the merged supertree. Thus, the SCM tree will tend to have
lower resolution than the source trees.
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Fig. 2 (From [124]) We show running time in minutes for five supertree methods (log-scale) and
also concatenation using maximum likelihood (CA-ML) on simulated supertree datasets with vary-
ing scaffold factors (the percentage of species in the largest source tree) for three numbers of taxa.
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Fig. 3 (From [124]) We show topological error rates (normalized Robinson-Foulds distances to the
true tree) for five supertree methods and also concatenation using maximum likelihood (CA-ML)
on simulated supertree datasets with varying scaffold factors (roughly the percentage of species in
the largest source tree) for three numbers of taxa.
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running time on the 100-taxon datasets, but that SuperFine is faster than MRP on
the larger datasets. Figure 3 shows tree error, using the normalized Robinson-Foulds
[103] between estimated supertrees and the true supertree. The x-axis in each sub-
figure shows the scaffold factor, which is the percentage of the species that appear
in the scaffold source tree (formed by taking a random subset of the taxa). Thus,
when the scaffold factor is 100%, at least one of the source trees has all the species.
Note that the scaffold factor impacts the accuracy of the estimated supertree for all
methods of computing supertrees, with the most accurate results when the scaffold
factor is 100%. Most importantly, note that MRP is less accurate than SuperFine
using MRP, showing that SuperFine improves accuracy. Since SuperFine uses MRP
to refine the SCM tree, what this shows is that using the SCM constraint tree is
helpful in terms of reducing supertree estimation error. Furthermore, as shown in
[124, 89], this improvement is not restricted to MRP–SuperFine also improves the
speed and accuracy of other supertree methods, including MRL [89] and Quartets
MaxCut [117].
However, if the SCM tree is unresolved, then there is no benefit to using Su-
perFine since the refinement step is identical to just applying the base supertree
method to the original set of source trees. Furthermore, if the SCM tree has very
high degree nodes (reflected by having very few internal edges), then the opportu-
nity for improvement is greatly reduced. On five biological datasets studied in [89],
the maximum degree of resolution in the SCM tree was 57%, where the resolution
is the ratio between the number of internal edges in the tree and the number of in-
ternal edges in a fully resolved tree on the same set of leaves. In fact, for two of
these datasets, the SCM tree had at most 10% resolution (one of which only had 1%
resolution). SuperFine cannot provide any useful advantage on such datasets.
There are two conditions that cause the SCM to have reduced resolution: one is
conflict between the source trees (i.e., two source trees are incompatible), and the
other is insufficient overlap between source trees. Both conditions occur in biolog-
ical datasets. In particular, conflict between source trees is inevitable in biological
data analysis because source trees are estimated species trees rather than true species
trees. Furthermore, conflict between pairs of source trees is expected to increase
with the number of species and the depth of the evolutionary history, as phylogeny
estimation error is known to be impacted by these factors. In addition, since the
SCM is computed by greedily combining source trees until they are all merged into
a single tree, the number of source trees should also impact the degree of resolution
in the SCM (with less resolution occurring for larger numbers of source trees). This
is consistent with the results shown in [89], where the SCM trees with the lowest
degree of resolution occurred for the datasets with the most source trees, suggesting
that this
In summary, although SuperFine can improve supertree methods scalability and
accuracy, these improvements only occur when the SCM is highly resolved, and bi-
ological supertree datasets with large numbers of source trees and/or large numbers
of species, and especially those spanning deep evolutionary histories, would seem
likely to produce SCM trees that are highly unresolved. In other words, SuperFine
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may not enable scalability to datasets with many thousands of species, except - per-
haps - under limited conditions.
4.2 Explicitly Constraining the Search Space
Although SuperFine’s technique for constraining the search space doesn’t always
help, there are other ways that the search space can be constrained. Here we describe
one such type of approach where a set X of “allowed bipartitions” is constructed in
some manner, and a supertree T is sought that optimizes some criterion, subject
to the constraint that Bip(T ) ⊆ X . Two supertree methods – FastRFS [130] and
ASTRAL [81, 82] – both use this approach.
Phylogeny estimation using constrained optimization (where the constraints are
explicitly provided by a set of allowed bipartitions or clades) was first introduced
in [57] in the context of constructing species trees from a set of gene trees, under
a duplication-loss model. This technique has also been used in other phylogeny
estimation methods for different optimization problems [127, 143, 26, 13, 126, 130,
132]. Each of these methods seeks a tree that optimizes some criterion (typically the
distance to the input profile), but constrains the set of feasible trees by an explicitly
constructed set X of allowed bipartitions (or, if the tree that is sought must be rooted,
then by an explicitly constructed set X of allowed clades). Once the set X is defined,
the construction of the optimal tree drawing its bipartitions from X can be performed
in polynomial time using dynamic programming, although the specific subproblem
formulation depends on the optimization problem.
The accuracy of these methods clearly depends on how the set X is defined, since
if X is very small then the set of feasible solutions is also very small (or may even be
empty), while if X is all possible bipartitions then these methods are guaranteed to
find the globally optimal tree. However, because the running times of these dynamic
programmingmethods grow (polynomially) with |X |, it is infeasible to make |X | too
large.
The simplest way to define X is to use all the bipartitions of the source trees inT ,
and this is the technique used in nearly all the methods described above. However,
when a source tree t does not contain all the species, its bipartition set Bip(t) is not
directly usable, since these bipartitions are not on S but rather on L (t), which is a
proper subset of S. Hence, this technique is restricted to using just those source trees
that contain all the species.
Most of the methods above (with the sole exception of FastRFS) were developed
for species tree estimation where the input is a set of gene trees; in that setting,
typically some (and perhaps most) of the gene trees will contain all the species.
Furthermore, phylogenomic species tree estimation is increasingly being performed
with hundreds to thousands (or tens of thousands) of genes [140, 61]. Hence, for the
case of phylogenomic species tree estimation, this simple technique will produce a
set X that has a large number of bipartitions. Furthermore, as shown in [143, 81,
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132], highly accurate species trees can be constructed using this technique, making
this approach useful in practice for species tree estimation from multi-gene datasets.
However, the supertree setting presents challenges to using this technique to com-
pute the set X . As noted, when a source tree t does not contain all the species, its bi-
partition set Bip(t) is not directly usable, and hence this technique is restricted to just
those source trees that have all the species. But, large supertree datasets may have
no such source trees, making this simple technique for computing X completely
useless. Alternative approaches for constructing the constraint set X of bipartitions
when the input profile has no complete source trees have been developed and used in
ASTRAL-2 [82] (and further enhanced in ASTRAL-3 [144]). The basic approach in
[82, 144] is to construct a distance matrix relating all the species, and then use that
distance matrix to “complete” all the incomplete gene trees; then, the bipartitions
from the completed gene trees can be used for X ; this is a relatively efficient method
on most datasets, but it can be slow on some large datasets with poorly supported
gene trees. Similarly, [59] can be used to complete incomplete source trees, but it
runs in Ω(n4) time (where n is the number of species) and so is not scalable to large
datasets. OCTAL [36] is a linear time algorithm that uses a different approach to
complete source trees, but this require that a tree containing all the species already
be available. Thus, all the approaches for completing incomplete source trees seem
to have inherent limitations that reduce scalability. In conclusion, defining the con-
straint set X of allowed bipartitions is challenging for many supertree datasets, and
especially so when the number of species is very large.
However, if an initial set X of allowed bipartitions can be computed using some
technique, adding to that set can be beneficial in terms of the resultant supertree or
species tree, as shown in [130, 132]. For example, FastRFS is designed to find op-
timal solutions to the Robinson-Foulds Supertree problem, within the constraint set
defined by the set X of allowed bipartitions. Since MulRF [29] and PluMiST [67]
are also designed to find good solutions to the same optimization problems, adding
the bipartitions from the trees they find to the initial set X computed by FastRFS
ensures that FastRFS will be guaranteed to find solutions that are at least as good
(with respect to the optimization problem) as those found by MulRF and PluMiST.
Furthermore, adding computed supertrees or species trees, however they are com-
puted, can enlarge the search space and lead to improved topological accuracy; this
is the basis of the “enhanced” versions of FastRFS and SVDquest, which use bi-
partitions from trees computed using other methods for species tree estimation, and
obtain more accurate species tree as a result.
5 Using Supertrees in Divide-and-Conquer Strategies
As we have discussed, large-scale phylogeny estimation presents very substantial
challenges, including computational scalability (because the desirable approaches
are based on NP-hard optimization problems) and model complexity. As a result,
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the estimation of the “Tree of Life”, a tree that would contain many millions of
species, is likely to be extremely difficult to achieve with high accuracy.
One approach that has been proposed [19, 134] for estimating large trees is
divide-and-conquer, where a dataset is divided into overlapping subsets, trees are
estimated on each subset, and then the trees are merged together into a single tree
using a supertree method. There are multiple reasons that such an approach can be
beneficial, including reduction in running time, ability to apply different statisti-
cal models to different subsets, and ability to use more computationally intensive
(and potentially more accurate) methods on each subset. Indeed, the potential for
benefit in large-scale estimation of phylogenetic trees led Bininda-Emonds to assert
“Any attempt to reconstruct large portions of the Tree of Life will require the use
of supertree construction as part of a divide-and-conquer strategy to phylogenetic
reconstruction” [19].
DACTAL (Divide-and-Conquer Trees (almost) without ALignments) [84] is an
example of how a divide-and-conquer approach can be used for large-scale tree
estimation. The initial motivation for DACTAL was to bypass the challenge of es-
timating very large alignments, since large datasets are often difficult to align with
high accuracy and alignment error can result in tree error. Thus, DACTAL was de-
veloped to enable tree estimation from unaligned sequences, without ever needing to
compute a multiple sequence alignment on the entire dataset. DACTAL combines
divide-and-conquer with iteration, so that each iteration decomposes the input set
into subsets using the tree from the prior iteration.
As shown in [84], trees computed using DACTAL were about as accurate as
trees computed using SATe´ [73], and more accurate than trees computed the best
two-phase methods (maximum likelihood on estimated alignments) available at that
time. A generalization of DACTAL (shown in Figure 4) has also been used in phy-
logenomic species tree estimation (where species trees are estimated by combin-
ing gene trees) and shown to improve the accuracy and speed of MP-EST [75], a
coalescent-based species tree method [14].
Thus, divide-and-conquer strategies can improve tree estimation accuracy and
scalability. Obviously, the many studies comparing supertree methods [19, 25, 124,
130, 89, 131] have shown substantial differences in accuracy between supertree
methods (as well as differences in running time), and so the choice of supertree
method will impact accuracy and scalability. Interestingly, how the dataset is di-
vided into subsets will also impact accuracy, with tree-based decompositions gener-
ally producing better results than random decompositions [106]. Thus, divide-and-
conquer strategies present very substantial opportunities for advances in methods
to estimate the Tree of Life, but also present novel challenges that require method
development.
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Fig. 4 (Figure modified from [84]) The use of divide-and-conquer, as well as iteration, to scale
tree estimation methods to large datasets. The input is an arbitrary set of taxa with associated data
(e.g., sequences). In the first step, the dataset is decomposed into overlapping small subsets of a
desired size. Two ways of decomposing a sequence dataset into subsets have been developed: one
just uses the sequences, but the other begins by computing a tree (through a fast but approximate
method). Then trees are computed on each subset, and the subset trees are combined together
using a supertree method. If desired, the cycle can then begin again, using the current tree. Each
subsequent iteration begins with the current tree, divides the dataset into subsets using the tree,
computes trees on subsets, and combines the subset trees using the supertree method. (This is a
modification of the DACTAL [84] algorithm, so it can be used generically.)
6 Relationship to Phylogenomic Species Tree Estimation
The assumption throughout this chapter is that the input profile contains estimated
species trees, so that the only cause for the source trees to be different from the true
species tree is estimation error. Yet, supertree methods are also used to combine
estimated gene trees into a species tree, which is a different type of analysis and
presents different challenges.
Phylogenomic species tree estimation – i.e., the estimation of species trees using
multiple loci taken from the genomes of the different species – has become a com-
mon practice in systematics [61, 140]. The traditional approach is concatenation, in
which the multiple sequence alignments for the different loci are concatenated into
one long alignment (called a super-matrix or a super-alignment), and then standard
phylogeny estimation methods, such as maximum likelihood, are used to construct
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a tree on the super-matrix. Yet, it is now well established that gene trees can differ
from the species tree due to multiple biological processes, including incomplete lin-
eage sorting, gene duplication and loss, and horizontal gene transfer [77], and that
concatenation analyses can be statistically inconsistent (and worse, positively mis-
leading) when there is sufficient heterogeneity between true gene trees and species
trees [104]. Furthermore, gene tree heterogeneity is commonly found in large-scale
biological datasets (e.g., [61, 140]), leading many systematists to seek alternative
approaches to concatenation analysis in constructing species trees.
Much of the focus in this area has been on addressing gene tree heterogeneity due
to incomplete lineage sorting (ILS), as it is expected to appear in all large phyloge-
nomic datasets to some extent [45]. Furthermore, gene tree heterogeneity due to ILS
is modelled by the multi-species coalescent (MSC), and there are several methods
for estimating species trees that have been proven to be statistically consistent un-
der the MSC. For example, “summary methods”, which operate by estimating gene
trees and then combining the gene trees into a species tree, form one category of
species tree estimation methods that are statistically consistent under the MSC. Ex-
amples of summary methods that are statistically consistent under the MSC include
ASTRAL (and its improved versions), ASTRID, MP-EST [75], NJst, the popula-
tion tree in BUCKy [70], and GLASS [83, 62]. Furthermore, some of these methods
(e.g., ASTRAL) provide very good accuracy in practice and are fast enough to run
on large datasets.
On the face of it, a summary method is just a supertree method. Yet the two types
of methods operate on different assumptions about the cause for heterogeneity in the
input profile. Thus, we distinguish between the two terms to reflect the difference in
the assumptions made by the methods: supertree methods assume that differences
between source trees and the desired supertree are the result of source tree estima-
tion error, while summary methods assume that biological processes also contribute
to these differences.
Two of the methods we discussed in this chapter, ASTRAL and ASTRID, are
actually summarymethods, and were developed to construct species trees from gene
trees that can differ from each other and from the true species tree as the result of
ILS. Furthermore, ASTRAL and ASTRID have been proven statistically consistent
under theMSC, while the other supertree methods we discussed either have not been
evaluated with respect to statistical consistency or are known to be inconsistent (e.g.,
MRP).
When gene tree discord is the result of gene duplication and loss, then even gene
tree estimation is complicated as each species can have multiple copies of any given
gene. In that case, usually the set of copies is reduced to a single representative
for each species, typically based on inferring “orthology” – a difficult and still un-
solved problem, as discussed in [115, 71, 6]. When each gene tree has at most one
copy of each species, then species tree estimation can be obtained using summary
methods that take gene duplication and loss into account; examples of such methods
include iGTP [30], DupTree [138], and DynaDup [13]. Alternatively, the entire set
of gene copies can be included in each species, and then a “gene family tree” can
be computed. By definition, gene family trees can contain multiple copies of each
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species, rather than at most one copy of each gene - which is the usual assumption
of supertree methods. Hence, species tree estimation from gene family trees is more
complicated, but some methods are able to handle multi-copy genes [29, 30, 91].
One of the most interesting methods of this type is guenomu, a Bayesian su-
pertree method that addresses heterogeneity between gene trees and the species trees
due to multiple biological processes. As shown in [78, 91], guenomu has high accu-
racy compared to several other species tree methods and can run on moderate-sized
datasets (a few hundred species); furthermore, guenomu can construct species trees
from gene family trees (which means that there are multiple copies of the species in
each gene tree). This performance is very encouraging, especially as there are not
many species tree methods that can handle gene family trees. However, guenomu
has not been studied on datasets where the source trees are estimated species trees
rather than gene trees, and so the accuracy of guenomu as a supertree method (in the
sense that we use it in this chapter) is not yet known.
7 Further Reading
This book chapter focused on a specific challenge in supertree estimation: calculat-
ing large supertrees (with thousands of species) from unrooted source trees. Thus,
we explicitly did not discuss supertree construction from rooted source trees, which
are also popular. The MinCut Supertree [112], MinFlip Supertree [32, 33, 34], and
PhySIC [99] are the most well-known supertree methods that work with rooted
source trees, but newer methods have also been developed, some of which may
have better accuracy [116, 100, 113, 50]. For example, Bad Clade Deletion (BCD)
supertrees [50] has better accuracy than leading supertree methods on rooted source
trees [131].
There is also a substantial literature about the theoretical aspects of supertree
estimation, some of which is an extension of the results for consensus methods
[60]. When the source trees are unrooted, most optimization problems are NP-hard
and the theory (which typically has to do with axiomatic approaches) is generally
negative [79]; however, when the source trees are rooted some problems become
polynomial time and some positive axiomatic theory can be established [22, 128].
One of the theoretical questions regarding supertree estimation has to do with
when a set of source trees is “decisive”, so that there is a unique tree that is compat-
ible with all the source trees. Determining if a supertree profile is decisive is itself
NP-hard, and the probability of being decisive is impacted by missing data [109].
However, there are conditions in which the supertree profile will be decisive and in
which the construction of the unique supertree can be performed in polynomial time
[135, 84]. Finally, there is a relationship between decisiveness and “phylogenetic
terraces”, which occurs when there are multiple trees that have the same optimality
score [111, 110, 35].
For more of the literature about supertrees, see the book edited by Bininda-
Emonds [18], covering a wide range of topics about supertree methods and bio-
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logical dataset analyses using these methods, and [39], an article about Clann, a
software suite of supertree methods, which also provides a good overview of the
different algorithmic strategies used in earlier supertree methods.
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